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ABSTRACT

An extension of the conditional nonlinear optimal parameter perturbation (CNOP-P) method is applied to the parameter optimization of the Common Land Model (CoLM) for the North China Plain with
the differential evolution (DE) method. Using National Meteorological Center (NMC) Reanalysis 6-hourly
surface flux data and National Center for Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy (NCEP/DOE)
Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project II (AMIP-II) 6-hourly Reanalysis Gaussian Grid data, two
experiments (I and II) were designed to investigate the impact of the percentages of sand and clay in the
shallow soil in CoLM on its ability to simulate shallow soil moisture. A third experiment (III) was designed
to study the shallow soil moisture and latent heat flux simultaneously. In all the three experiments, after the
optimization stage, the percentages of sand and clay of the shallow soil were used to predict the shallow soil
moisture in the following month. The results show that the optimal parameters can enable CoLM to better
simulate shallow soil moisture, with the simulation results of CoLM after the double-parameter optimal experiment being better than the single-parameter optimal experiment in the optimization slot. Furthermore,
the optimal parameters were able to significantly improve the prediction results of CoLM at the prediction
stage. In addition, whether or not the atmospheric forcing and observational data are accurate can seriously
affect the results of optimization, and the more accurate the data are, the more significant the results of
optimization may be.
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1.

Introduction

The conditional nonlinear optimal perturbation
(CNOP) method was proposed and subsequently developed by Mu et al (2003) and Mu et al. (2010), respectively. It has been adopted to study ENSO predictability (Mu and Duan, 2003; Duan et al., 2004;
Duan and Mu, 2006; Duan et al., 2008; Duan and
Mu, 2009; Duan et al., 2009a, b; Duan and Luo, 2010;
Duan and Zhang, 2010; Mu et al., 2010), the response
of a grassland ecosystem to climate change (Mu and
Wang, 2007; Wang et al., 2010; Sun and Mu, 2011;
Wang et al., 2011a), and lake eutrophication (Wang et
∗ Corresponding

al., 2011b). CNOP-P is a special case of CNOP and
is used to obtain the optimal parameter perturbation
whose nonlinear evolution attains the optimal value in
the forecast moment. Because CNOP-P makes the dynamic system own the largest nonlinear development
in the forecast moment, and it considers both the impact of the nonlinearity to the evolution of the dynamic system from the initial moment to the forecast
moment and the sensitivity level of the objective parameter to the dynamic system, it is possible to extend
the CNOP-P method to apply to the area of parameter
optimization in land surface models (LSMs), in order
to improve the simulations of the model and study
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the degree of dependence of some parameter(s) on the
model’s ability to simulate certain variables. Li et al.
(2011a, b) adopted the expanded CNOP method to optimize parameters in a LSM and their results showed
that the expanded CNOP method can be successfully
used in the parameter optimization of such a model.
Thus, it is reasonable to use the expanded CNOP-P
method to optimize the parameters in the Common
Land Model (CoLM).
The reason that land surface processes capture the
attention of scientists and national governments is that
they are closely related to human survival and the environment. Land surface processes are a group that includes many of the fundamental physical and biochemical processes which affect atmospheric circulation and
climatic change. Those involved researching in this
field mainly study the processes closely related to atmospheric movement in the uppermost surface layer,
such as complex soil water heat transmission and vegetation physiological and biochemical processes. To
better understand land surface processes, it is necessary to improve LSMs. Sun (2005) indicated that
parameter values in some physical processes are inaccurate in most LSMs, which could adversely affect
their simulations. Therefore, applying parameter optimization to LSMs is very important, as demonstrated
by previous work in this area. For example, Bastidas
et al. (2006) applied the multicriteria method to four
different LSMs at five stations and showed that this
method is effective in optimizing the parameters in
LSMs. Xia et al. (2002, 2004a, b) studied the applicability of different parameter optimization methods in
LSMs using the Chameleon Surface Model (CHASM)
and they too demonstrated the benefits of parameter
optimization in improving certain aspects of LSMs. Li
et al. (2011a, b) adopted the expanded CNOP method
to optimize parameters in a LSM, also demonstrating benefits for simulation results. So, we can see
that parameter optimization can be highly effective
when carried out using a suitable method, and there
are several such methods that can be used in the context of LSMs. For example, the Multi-Objective Complex Evolution (MOCOM-UA) method, the Multistep
Automatic Calibration Scheme (MACS), the Shuffled
Complex Evolution (SCE-UA) method, and the Difference Evolution (DE) method. The first three of these
four methods all use the complex evolution method,
which requires lengthy programming, huge computational resources, and has poor transferability; while
the DE method is computationally much less demanding, it has a simple design structure, and strong transferability. Therefore, the DE method is a relatively
good method for conducting parameter optimization
in LSMs.
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Soil moisture is of fundamental importance to
many biological, hydrological and biogeochemical processes. To a variety of government agencies and private companies concerned with runoff potential and
flood control, weather and climate, soil erosion and
slope failure, geotechnical engineering, reservoir management, and water quality, information about soil
moisture is of great value. In terms of controlling the
exchange of water and heat energy between the atmosphere and the land surface, soil moisture plays a
key role through evaporation and plant transpiration.
Therefore, soil moisture is a key variable in the development of the production of precipitation and weather
patterns. Using numerical weather prediction models,
some studies have shown that improved characterization of surface soil moisture, temperature, and vegetation helps to improve the efficiency of forecast simulations (Li et al., 2011a, b). In addition, soil moisture
has a direct impact on the field climate, soil properties and decomposition of nutrients. It is one of the
important conditions for the growing of crops and the
movement of microbes in the soil, and it is affected
greatly by the atmosphere, soil properties, vegetation,
and so on. If soil moisture is too high, soil aeration can
worsen and adversely affect the activity of microbes
in the soil, as well as the health of crops through its
influences on processes such as respiration and root
growth. Subsequently, aboveground growth will also
be affected, leading to lower yields and a greater occurrence of disease. Furthermore, soil moisture can
affect abilities to plow and sow a field, as well as the
soil temperature, which again is closely linked to crop
success. Thus, studying the ability of land models to
simulate shallow soil moisture plays an important role
in the development of agriculture and afforestation.
The North China Plain is located in eastern China,
south of the Great Wall, north of the Huai River, east
of the Yellow Sea and the Bohai Sea, and west of the
Taihang Mountains and the western hill country. It is
the largest plain in China, and most parts of it experience a subhumid temperate climate, with dry conditions in spring and winter, and wet and humid conditions in summer, making it suitable for agricultural
production. Despite its climate, the dense human population and high levels of industry in this region result
in a great demand for water, meaning drought conditions are a very serious problem, especially in spring,
early summer and autumn. Thus, it is particularly
important to study soil moisture in the North China
Plain.
Developed by Dai et al. (2001), CoLM is a stateof-the-art land surface model that combines the advantages of several other land surface models, such as
the Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS)
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and NCAR Land Surface Model and it has been successfully coupled to the Community Climate Model
(CCM). It has been used to successfully simulate areas of China (Xin et al., 2006; Meng and Cui, 2007;
Luo et al., 2008; Song et al., 2009a, b; Zheng et al.,
2009), and thus was employed in the present study to
simulate the shallow soil moisture in the North China
Plain.
Components of soil that determine soil texture,
such as the percentages of sand and clay, play very
important roles in field management and crop production. Soil texture affects soil properties such as porosity, water holding capacity, organic matter content,
and so on. In CoLM (Dai et al., 2001), the specific
heat capacity and thermal conductivity of solid soil,
its porosity, the saturated matrix potential, and the
saturated hydraulic conductivity, are determined by
the percentages of sand and clay. Therefore, we selected the percentages of sand and clay as the optimal
parameters in CoLM. In order to specifically study the
impact of the percentages of sand and clay on soil moisture, we designed both a single- and double-parameter
optimal experiment. Using the extended method of
CNOP-P, these two experiments were used to study
the impacts of the percentages of sand and clay in the
North China Plain on the ability of CoLM to simulate
shallow soil moisture.
2.
2.1
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The extension and calculation of CNOP-P
Definition of CNOP-P

CNOP was proposed by Mu et al (2003), and then
further developed by Mu et al. (2010). CNOP-P is a
special case of CNOP aimed at parameter perturbation.
Suppose that a nonlinear dynamic system can be
described as

 ∂u
= N (u, P ), x ∈ Ω, t ∈ [0, T ] ,
(1)
∂t
 u|
=u ,
t=0

0

where u(x, t) = (u1 (x, t), u2 (x, t), · · · , um (x, t)) is a
model-state vector, Ω ∈ Rn , N is a nonlinear partial
differential operator, x = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ), 0 < T <
∞, u0 is the initial value, P = (P1 , P2 , · · · , Pk ) is a
parameter vector and for every i = 1, 2, · · · , k, pi is a
model parameter invariant with time t.
Suppose that Mτ is the nonlinear evolution operator from time 0 to time τ corresponding to the operator
N and u (τ ) is the solution of Eq. (1) at time τ , then
the following equation will be found:
u (τ ) = Mτ (u0 , P ) .

(2)

If U (T ; P ) is the solution of Eqs. (1) at time T cor-

responding to the initial value u0 and the parameter
vector P , and U (T ; P ) + u(T ; p) is the solution of
Eqs. (1) at time T corresponding to the initial value
u0 and the parameter vector P + p, then the following
relations will be found:
(
U (T ; P ) = MT (u0 , P ) ,
(3)
U (T ; P ) + u(T ; p) = MT (u0 , P + p) ,
where p is a parameter perturbation vector and
u (T ; p) could reflect the degree of departure of the
solution of Eqs. (1) at time T with the basic state
U (T ; p), which is caused by the parameter perturbation vector p.
In alluding to the detailed physical background, an
appropriate norm || · || is selected. The objective function is defined as Eq. (4) under the given constraint
condition ||p|| 6 δ (δ > 0):
J (p) = F (u (T ; p)) ,

(4)

where function F (·) evaluates the degree of departure,
as described above. If and only if the parameter perturbation vector p0 satisfies the following relation
J (p0 ) = max J (p) ,
||p||6δ

(5)

then the parameter perturbation vector p0 can be
called the conditional nonlinear optimal parameter
perturbation, CNOP-P. So, CNOP-P is the parameter perturbation vector that could make the objective
function obtain a maximum under the given constraint
condition; that is to say, it is the parameter perturbation vector which could cause the largest degree of
departure at time T .
2.2

Extension of CNOP-P

The CNOP-P method was expanded by Li et al.
(2011a, b) and we employ the extension of the CNOPP method in this paper to conduct the parameter optimization of CoLM.
To obtain the extended CNOP-P method, the detailed expression of the objective function is transformed from Eq. (4):
J (p) = F (M0→T (u0 , P + p) − O) ,

(6)

where 0 → T refers to the time period from time 0 to
time T , P is the parameter vector, p is the parameter
perturbation vector and O refers to the model state
observational data vector from time 0 to time T . At
the same time, Eq. (5) is changed to be the following
relation:
J (p0 ) = min J (p) ,
(7)
P +p∈ω

where ω refers to the value range of the parameter
vector, P is the parameter vector, p is the parameter
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perturbation vector and p0 refers to the optimal parameter perturbation vector. So, what should be obtained is the optimal parameter perturbation vector
satisfying the constraint condition, which could make
the objective function attain a minimum during the
whole integral procedure. The parameter perturbation
vector p0 is the extended CNOP-P, and the method to
obtain the extended CNOP-P is called the extended
CNOP-P method, which could be used to optimize
the parameters in a LSM.
2.3

The optimization method adopted to calculate CNOP-P

As CoLM is a very large model, using the nonlinear optimization method based on the adjoint method
would require a lot of computational resource. However, the required standards would not be met if we
were to adopt the optimization method with a small
amount of calculation cost, and so we adopted the
DE method as the optimization method in our experiments.
The DE method was proposed by Storn and Price
(1995) and was first used to solve the Chebyshev Polynomial Fitting Problem, before later being found to
be effective in solving complex optimization problems
(Liu et al., 2007). The DE method is a random, parallel and global direct-search algorithm based on population evolution with the feature of remembering group
optimal solutions and sharing information in populations. It is a novel direct search method using a greedy
criterion to make a decision, and is based on the real
number encoding with excellent convergence properties. The DE method solves the optimization problem
through the cooperation and competition among the
populations. It has been applied and developed by
many scholars (e.g. He and Wang, 2008; Yu et al.,
2009) and, furthermore, has been found to be effective in computing CNOP (Sun and Mu, 2009). Their
results showed that the DE algorithm is effective at
handling non-differentiable and nonlinear cost functions when the gradient of the cost function is not
obtained or hard to obtain. When the parameters are
tuned, the cost function about the parameter may be
non-differentiable, so it is reasonable to use the DE
method to optimize the parameters in LSMs.
The DE method begins first with an initial population generated randomly, and then carries through the
continuous iterative computations according to certain
operation rules. Finally, the DE method demands that
we should direct the search process to be close to the
optimal solution through the method of survival of the
fittest, according to the fitness value of every population.

3.
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The numerical experiments

In this paper, National Meteorological Center (NMC) Reanalysis 6-hourly surface flux data
and National Center for Environmental Prediction/Department of Energy (NCEP/DOE) Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project-II (AMIPII) 6-hourly Reanalysis Gaussian Grid data from
the NCEP/NCAR Center at the North China Plain
(35.2375◦ N, 118.125◦ E) are used to study the ability of CoLM to simulate shallow soil moisture. The
NMC Reanalysis 6-hourly surface data comprise one
product of NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I, which was the
first of its kind at NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), and is a dataset that is
kept current using near real-time observational data.
NCEP/DOE AMIP-II 6-hourly surface flux data comprise one product of NCEP/DOE Reanalysis II, which
is the second version of NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis I,
and started at the beginning of the major satellite era,
with more observational data added, assimilation errors corrected and a better version of the model used.
NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis data have been applied and
studied by many scholars (e.g. Xie et al., 2008; Fang
et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2010), and results have shown
that these data are efficient to use, albeit with some
data uncertainties existing.
For convenience, we refer to the NMC Reanalysis 6-hourly surface flux data as dataset I and the
NCEP/DOE AMIP-II 6-hourly Reanalysis Gaussian
Grid data as dataset II in the following part of the
paper, and we will also refer to the percentage of sand
in soil simply as ‘sand’ and the percentage of clay in
soil as ‘clay’ for short. Note that the original values
of sand and clay were obtained from the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) and State Soil Geographic (STATSGO) datasets, combined. In order to
investigate the impact of sand and clay on shallow soil
moisture, we designed two experiments (I and II), and
then predicted the shallow soil moisture in the following month with the optimal parameters obtained by
the numerical experiment. We chose the root mean
square deviation as the objective function with the following form:
v
n
uP
u (si − oi )2
t
fr = i=1
,
(8)
n
where si represents the simulation value at time t = ti ,
oi refers to the observational data at time t = ti , n represents the integral time steps and fr refers to the root
mean square deviation.
As we know, the latent heat flux is closely related to
rainfall and land surface evapotranspiration processes.
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As an important component of the water balance of the
land surface, land surface evapotranspiration is closely
related to soil components, soil environment, vegetation ecological physiological processes etc. Therefore,
it is worthwhile studying the impact of sand and clay
in soil on the latent heat flux in CoLM.
Soil moisture plays a very critical role in the variation of climate, and is an important variable in the
study of land surface processes. It affects climate variation through changing sensible heat flux, latent heat
flux and longwave radiation fluxes transferred from the
land surface to the atmosphere. Variation of soil moisture could also affect the thermal properties of the soil
and hydrological processes, as well as change different parameters of the land surface. Thus, shallow soil
moisture and latent heat flux influence each other, and
are closely related to soil texture. In order to further
investigate the impacts of sand and clay on shallow
soil moisture and latent heat flux, we designed a third
experiment (experiment III), the detail of which, along
with experiments I and II, follows below.
3.1
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Experiment I

In order to drive CoLM, the wind component in the
eastward and northward directions at 10 m above the
land surface, air temperature and specific humidity at
10 m above the land surface, incident solar radiation
and the atmospheric longwave radiation at the surface, atmospheric pressure, precipitation, and largescale precipitation in dataset I were used as the forcing
data. Furthermore, we took the observational data in
dataset I at the same time as the offset information to
the simulation data of CoLM.
In general, CoLM might simulate shallow soil moisture better with optimized parameters obtained after
the double-parameter optimal experiment on sand and
clay simultaneously, rather than the single-parameter
optimal experiment either on sand or clay. For studying the above issues, we designed the single-parameter
optimal experiment on sand and clay separately, and
a double-parameter optimal experiment on sand and
clay simultaneously. Through this experiment, we
would be able to verify whether the optimal results
are correct in the optimization slot, whether the optimized parameter obtained in the optimization slot
could improve the ability of CoLM to simulate shallow
soil moisture at the stage of prediction, and whether
the optimized parameter obtained after the doubleparameter experiment in the optimization slot could
enable CoLM to simulate shallow soil moisture best
at the stage of prediction. Note that sand and clay
are independent inputs in CoLM and, both in the
single- and double-parameter experiment, sand and
clay (units: %) should satisfy the constraint condition:

0 6 sand+clay 6 100, 0 6 sand 6 100, 0 6 clay 6 100.
3.2

Experiment II

Compared with experiment I, in experiment II the
forcing data and the observational data were replaced
by the data in dataset II; everything else was the same
as in experiment I.
3.3

Experiment III

In this experiment, shallow soil moisture and latent
heat flux were chosen as the objective variables. We
chose the weighted root mean square deviation as the
objective function with the following form:
f1 = w1 fr (θ1 ) + w2 fr (θ2 ) ,

(9)

where θ1 is shallow soil moisture; θ2 is latent heat flux;
the weight coefficients, w1 and w2 , satisfy the condition: w1 + w2 = 1, and their values are chosen based
on the dimensions of the shallow soil moisture and latent heat flux; fr (θ1 ) is the root mean square deviation
corresponding to shallow soil moisture as formulated
by Eq. (8); fr (θ2 ) is the root mean square deviation
corresponding to latent heat flux as formulated by Eq.
(8); and f1 is the weighted root mean square deviation.
In this experiment, we used both dataset I and
dataset II to optimize the same parameters as experiments I and II in the time slot of optimization. Furthermore, we predicted the shallow soil moisture and
latent heat flux in the time slot of prediction.
4.

Results

The results of experiments I and II show that the
optimized parameters are able to make the simulation
values of shallow soil moisture attained by CoLM more
accurate through a large amount of numerical experiments during many time slots. In order to evidence
this conclusion, we chose data for 1992 to conduct the
process of spin-up and the time period from February
1992 to April 1992 as the time slot of optimization,
with May 1992 as the time slot of prediction. With the
forcing data as the model input, the process of spinning up the model reached a length of 10 years. We
chose the same time slots for optimization and prediction in experiment III.
4.1

Experiment I

The results of experiment I are shown in Tables 1
and 2. To better display the variation of shallow soil
moisture before and after optimization, we include the
reference function of mean deviation in Table 1. The
reference function of mean deviation refers to the following relation:
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Table 1. Comparison of the objective and reference function values before and after optimization in experiment I.
Function
value

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

obj1
ref1
obj2
ref2

0.081264
0.076789
0.085325
0.080919

0.040957
0.034808
0.044432
0.039968

0.026151
0.019441
0.026024
0.019227

0.022021
0.015564
0.040908
0.031388

Table 2. Comparison of sand and clay (units: %) before and after optimization in experiment I.
Parameter

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

Sand
Clay

43
18

0.000556
18

43
48.695987

36.096822
55.918477

n
P

fm =

i=1

simulations in the prediction slot. In Figs. 1–4, obs

|si − oi |
n

,

(10)

where fm refers to the mean deviation.
Table 1 shows that the root mean square deviation
value and the mean deviation value of the shallow soil
moisture are both smaller after sand optimization, clay
optimization and sand-clay optimization. In Table 1,
obj1 refers to the objective function value at the stage
of optimization, obj2 is the objective function value at
the stage of prediction, ref1 stands for the reference
function value at the stage of optimization, and ref2
refers to the reference function value at the stage of
prediction. This is also the case in all subsequent tables. For ease of reference, the smallest function value
of each line in the table is italicized, which is also the
case in Tables 3, 5 and 7. From Table 1, it is clear
that the extent of diminution is largest after sand-clay
optimization in the optimization slot from February
1992 to April 1992, meaning the ability of CoLM to
simulate shallow soil moisture is better after these optimizations and is best after sand-clay optimization. In
contrast with values before the optimizations, the root
mean square deviation and mean deviation are both
smaller after sand optimization, clay optimization and
sand-clay optimization, and the extent of diminution
is largest after clay optimization at the stage of prediction in May 1992. This means the ability of CoLM
to predict shallow soil moisture is better at the stage
of prediction and it is best after clay optimization. Table 2 gives a comparison of sand and clay (units: %)
before and after optimization in experiment I.
In order to further demonstrate the improvement,
Figs. 1–4 exhibit graphically the ability of CoLM to
simulate shallow soil moisture before and after optimization. Figures 1 and 2 show the simulations of
shallow soil moisture before and after optimization in
the optimization slot. Figures 3 and 4 show the same

Fig. 1. Shallow soil moisture (units: m3 m−3 ) during the
stage of optimization in experiment I.

Fig. 2. Scatter diagram of shallow soil moisture (units:
m3 m−3 ) during the stage of optimization in experiment
I.
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Fig. 3. Shallow soil moisture (unit: m3 m−3 ) at the stage
of prediction in the experiment I.

the soil water holding capacity is relatively poor; it is
easy for water to infiltrate into deep soil layers. Hence,
the simulation of shallow soil moisture by CoLM is
relatively small before optimization. After sand optimization, sand is smaller and the soil water holding
capacity is better. Therefore, the simulation of shallow soil moisture by CoLM is larger and CoLM is able
to simulate shallow soil moisture better after sand optimization. Clay is larger after clay optimization and
so it is hard for water to infiltrate into deep soil layers. Hence, the simulation of shallow soil moisture is
larger and the simulation ability of CoLM is better
after clay optimization. Sand and clay reaches an appropriate collocation after sand-clay optimization, and
then the soil water holding capacity is better. Therefore, the simulation of shallow soil moisture is larger
and the simulation ability is better after sand-clay optimization. Consequently, the extended application of
CNOP-P in CoLM is reasonable and effective.
The above results show that the simulation ability
improves after parameter optimization, and is best after sand-clay optimization at the stage of optimization.
In addition, the optimal parameters enable CoLM
to predict shallow soil moisture better at the stage
of prediction, and the optimal parameters after clay
optimization could make CoLM predict shallow soil
moisture the best, rather than sand-clay optimization,
which is not reasonable.
4.2

Fig. 4. Scatter diagram of shallow soil moisture (units:
m3 m−3 ) during the stage of prediction in experiment I.

stands for observation, sim1 refers to simulation before
optimization, sim2 to simulation after sand optimization, sim3 to simulation after clay optimization, and
sim4 to simulation after sand-clay optimization.
The above tables and figures show that the ability
of CoLM to simulate shallow soil moisture is better
with reasonable collocation of sand and clay. In addition, clay is too small and sand is relatively large before
optimization, so soil infiltration is relatively good and

Experiment II

The results of experiment II are displayed in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows that the root mean square
deviation and mean deviation of shallow soil moisture
are both smaller in the optimization slot from February 1992 to April 1992 after sand optimization, clay
optimization and sand-clay optimization, and they are
smallest after sand-clay optimization. This means that
the simulation ability is better after optimization and
is best after sand-clay optimization in the optimization slot. The same results can also be founded for
the stage of prediction in May 1992. Therefore, the
optimal parameters enable CoLM to better simulate
shallow soil moisture and the simulation ability is best
after sand-clay optimization in the stage of prediction.
Table 4 gives a comparison of sand and clay (units: %)

Table 3. Comparison of the objective and reference function values before and after optimization in experiment II.
Function
value

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

obj1
ref1
obj2
ref2

0.094034
0.089464
0.098777
0.089175

0.055313
0.050779
0.065846
0.061338

0.032480
0.024247
0.042375
0.037062

0.031982
0.024080
0.040925
0.036204
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Table 4. Comparison of sand and clay (units: %) before and after optimization in experiment II.
Parameter

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

Sand
Clay

43
18

0.106261
18

43
51.617713

46.512011
53.485161

before and after optimization in experiment II.
Again, in order to further demonstrate the improvement graphically, we present Figs. 5–8. Figures
5 and 6 show the simulations of shallow soil moisture
before and after optimization in the optimization slot.
Figures 7 and 8 show the same simulations in the prediction slot. In Figs. 5–8, obs, sim1, sim2, sim3 and
sim4 have the same meaning as in Figs. 1–4.
The above mentioned tables and figures demon-

strate that the appropriate collocation of sand and clay
is able to improve the simulation ability. In addition,
clay is too small and sand is relatively large before optimization, so that soil infiltration is relatively good
and the soil water holding capacity is relatively poor;
it is easy for water to infiltrate into deep soil layers.
Hence, the simulation of shallow soil moisture is relatively small before optimization. Sand is smaller after
sand optimization, and so the soil water holding capac-

Fig. 5. Shallow soil moisture (units: m3 m−3 ) during the
stage of optimization in experiment II.

Fig. 7. Shallow soil moisture (units: m3 m−3 ) during the
stage of prediction in experiment II.

Fig. 6. Scatter diagram of shallow soil moisture (units:
m3 m−3 ) during the stage of optimization in experiment II.

Fig. 8. Scatter diagram of shallow soil moisture (units:
m3 m−3 ) during the stage of prediction in experiment II.
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ity is better. Therefore, the simulation is larger and
the simulation ability is better after sand optimization. Clay is larger after clay optimization, meaning
it is hard for water to infiltrate into deep soil layers.
Hence, the simulation is larger and simulation ability is better after clay optimization. Sand and clay
reaches an appropriate collocation after sand-clay optimization, and then the soil water holding capacity is
better. Therefore, the simulation is larger and the simulation ability is better after sand-clay optimization.
Consequently, the extended application of CNOP-P in
CoLM is reasonable and effective.
The above results show that the simulation ability becomes better after parameter optimization, and
is best after sand-clay optimization during the stage
of optimization. In addition, the optimal parameters
enable CoLM to better predict shallow soil moisture
during the stage of prediction, and the optimal parameters after sand-clay optimization lead to the best

prediction ability, which one would expect.
4.3

experiment III

The results of experiment III are shown in Tables
5–8. Tables 5 and 6 display the results with dataset I,
and Tables 7 and 8 with dataset II. To better display
the variation of shallow soil moisture before and after
optimization, the reference function of weighted mean
deviation was included in Tables 5 and 7. The reference function of weighted mean deviation refers to the
following relation:
f2 = w1 fm (θ1 ) + w2 fm (θ2 ) ,

(11)

where w1 and w2 , satisfy the condition w1 + w2 = 1,
and their values are chosen based on the dimensions
of shallow soil moisture and latent heat flux; fm (θ1 )
is the mean deviation corresponding to shallow soil
moisture formulated by Eq. (10); fm (θ2 ) is the mean
deviation corresponding to latent heat flux formulated

Table 5. Comparison of the objective and reference function values before and after optimization with dataset I in
experiment III.
Function
value

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

obj1
ref1
obj2
ref2

0.131300
0.115039
0.173083
0.150622

0.091818
0.074113
0.130610
0.107103

0.073891
0.055140
0.113738
0.086285

0.067639
0.049222
0.127728
0.098819

Table 6. Comparison of sand and clay (units: %) before and after optimization with dataset I in experiment III.
The
parameter

Before the
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

Sand
Clay

43
18

0.008010
18

43
49.900752

36.096611
55.918330

Table 7. Comparison of the objective and reference function values before and after optimization with dataset II in
experiment III.
Function
value

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

obj1
ref1
obj2
ref2

0.148110
0.129293
0.198339
0.160663

0.108424
0.089948
0.170553
0.136113

0.084713
0.062946
0.143120
0.108906

0.084033
0.062072
0.140667
0.106713

Table 8. Comparison of sand and clay (units: %) before and after optimization with dataset II in experiment III.
Parameter

Before
optimization

After sand
optimization

After clay
optimization

After sand-clay
optimization

Sand
Clay

43
18

0.105718
18

43
50.837421

46.277991
53.710283
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by Eq. (10); and f2 is the weighted mean deviation.
Tables 5 and 7 show the objective function and
reference function values before and after parameter
optimization. Tables 6 and 8 show the sand and clay
in soil before and after parameter optimization. The
results are consistent with those of experiments I and
II.
5.

Conclusion

According to the results of all three experiments
conducted in this study, we have been able to show
that the optimized parameters after sand optimization, clay optimization and sand-clay optimization enable CoLM to better simulate the objective variable(s)
during the stage of optimization, and is best after
sand-clay optimization. Moreover, the optimized parameters improved the simulation ability notably during the stage of prediction in each of the three experiments. With dataset II, the optimized parameters
after sand-clay optimization could be used to best predict the simulations of the objective variable(s) during
the stage of prediction. However, with dataset I the
optimized parameters after sand-clay optimization improved simulations less than after clay optimization
during the stage of prediction, which is an unexpected
result. As dataset II is more accurate than dataset I,
we conclude that the more accurate the data used by
CoLM, the more effective the parameter optimization
of CoLM may be. In future work, we will use field
observational data as the forcing data and offset information to further study how parameter optimization
in CoLM affects its ability to simulate different variables in arid and semiarid areas, thus checking whether
the above conclusion holds true.
From the above conclusions, we can see that the extended application of CNOP-P in CoLM is reasonable
and effective. However, in this study we have investigated the optimization of two specific parameters, and
in one specific area, i.e. the North China Plain. Other
important parameters should also be taken into account; plus, applications of this method in arid and
semiarid areas of North China would be beneficial,
helping to lay solid foundations for ecosystem management.
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